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Background
• Anomalies are patterns in data that do not conform to a well-defined notion
of normal behavior.
• Anomaly detection methods highly rely on the assumption of anomalies.
• Proximity-based anomaly detection
• Dependency-based anomaly detection
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Proximity-based and Dependency-based Approaches

Q: what is the detection results of 𝒐 by
the two types of methods?

Weight

𝑜

Based on different assumptions,
• Proximity-based: Yes ✓
• Dependency-based: No 

Age
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The LoPAD Framework
•

value-wise deviation evaluates how well an object follows
the dependency around a specific variable

•

vector-wise deviation evaluates how an object collectively
follows the dependencies

1. Relevant Variable Selection: to select the optimal
relevant variables for a target variable.
2. Expected Value Estimation: to estimate the expected
value of a variable in an object using the selected
variables.
3. Anomaly Score Generation: to obtain vector-wise
deviation, i.e., anomaly score by applying a
combination function over value-wise deviations.
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The LoPAD Framework
Two Challenges:
1. How to capture the complete

dependency and also keep the
most relevant variables at the
same time?

Example
Markov Blanket (MB)
( parents, children, spouses )

2. How to select relevant
variables to assure an accurate
prediction of expected value?

Markov Condition:
In a BN, given all its parents, a
node X is conditionally
independent of all its nondescendant nodes.
𝑀𝐵 𝐵 = {𝐻, 𝐹, 𝐿}
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The LoPAD Algorithm

Relevant Variable
Selection
Expected Value
Estimation

Anomaly Score
Generation
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Experimental Results
•

Comparison methods
1. Dependency-based:
ALSO, COMBN
2. Proximity-based: MBOM,
iForest, LOF

•

Evaluation measure: ROC AUC

•

LoPAD improves ROC AUC of
comparison methods from
4.2% to 14.6%

•

The p-values of Wilcoxon rank
sum test are below 0.05 except
COMBN

•

The average size of MBs are
much smaller than the original
dimensions.
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A Case Study: zoo dataset

LOF

Weighted kNN

LoPAD
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The Interpretation of Detected Anomalies
breathes = 1
hair = 0

TOP 2 value-wise deviations
Of scorpion

aquatic = 0
predator = 1

toothed = 0

airborne = 0

backbone = 0

feathers = 0

legs = 8

fins = 0

eggs = 0
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•
•
•

normal: if tail = 1, then backbone = 1
scorpion: tail = 1, backbone = 0
Only 1 in the dataset
2

domestic = 0
catsize = 0

milk = 0

•
•
•

normal: if milk = 0 , then eggs = 1
scorpion: milk = 0, eggs = 0
1 out of 2 in the dataset

tail = 1

Totally, there are 16 variables, and one of them (venomous) is irrelevant.
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Contributions
• Through introducing Markov Blanket into dependency-based anomaly detection, we
decompose the high dimensional unsupervised anomaly detection problem into
local feature selection and prediction problems, which also provide better
interpretation of detected anomalies.
• We develop an anomaly detection framework, LoPAD, to efficiently and effectively
discover anomalies in high dimensional data of different types.
• We present an instantiated algorithm based on the LoPAD framework and conduct

extensive experiments on a range of synthetic and real-world datasets to
demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of LoPAD.
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Questions?
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Running Time
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Sensitivity Tests
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